We continue to call for
a better tomorrow and
with so many voices
standing with us, we
know we will be heard.
Naguib Sawiris
Chairman Orascom Telecom

About this report
This is Mobilink’s first Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report; an overview of our involvement in the social
and economic uplift of Pakistan in 2006 - 2007. However, it is not our first year as a responsible corporate citizen.
CSR has long been ingrained in our corporate culture. In this report, we aim to share with you our priorities and
commitments on the socio-economic, ethical and environmental issues. With this first report, we hope to engage
our people, those outside our organization and Pakistan’s business community in an active and ongoing dialogue
to help us progress in our endeavour to reshape lives. More information and updates on our current initiatives
can be found on Mobilink’s CSR website.
http://www.mobilinkgsm.com/about/responsibility.php.
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Chairman»s Message
Mobilink is one of the largest and most successful subsidiaries
within the Orascom Telecom family and one of the most
dynamic in terms of its Corporate Social Responsibility
efforts.¬ Not only does it serve over 30 million customers
today, Mobilink has this year actively contributed to the field
of education, health, environment, and poverty alleviation
in Pakistan.¬ It has made the lives of countless Pakistanis
better, giving them a voice and helping them to live up to
their aspirations.¬
At Mobilink, we place great emphasis on assisting humanity
and believe that if we all put one hand forward we can do
much to bring about a better society today.¬ We continue to
call for a better tomorrow and, with so many voices standing
with us, we know we will be heard.

Naguib Sawiris
Chairman Orascom Telecom

Reshaping Society and the Economy
The mobile communications sector in Pakistan has brought significant fiscal, social and economic benefits to
the country. Population coverage has increased rapidly to the current 70% level in just five years while the mobile
penetration rate has grown dramatically, with geographic coverage now exceeding that of the fixed line operator.

Mobilink Facts and Figures
Unprecedented customer base of over 30 million.
Most extensive network coverage across Pakistan through an integrated technology infrastructure in more
than 7,000 cities, towns and villages.
International Roaming in over 127 countries through over 300 partner operators.
Largest distribution network consisting of approx. 450 franchises and more than 208,000 retail outlets
providing products and services across Pakistan.
The only corporate entity in Pakistan to issue a high-yield bond worth US$ 250 million in the international
market.
Total investment to date is over US$ 2 billion in Pakistan.
Approx. US$ 360 million paid up in taxes alone in 2007.
Direct employment to over 4,000 individuals and provision of livelihood to over 25,000 families through
vendors, service providers, distributors and other partners.
Only Pakistani operator to be short listed in the World Communication Awards 2007 in the category ‘Best
Operator in Developing Country’.
Over US$ 3 million spent on CSR related activities to date.
Mobile communications is often linked with an increase in productivity. In Pakistan, numerous ways of how
mobile communications impacts productivity have been identified. The telecom industry in Pakistan has also
directly created economic value through wage and employee benefits; contractor costs; taxes and regulatory
fees; corporate social responsibility and dividends. The growth of mobile communications and the corresponding
positive social and economic impact represent a significant success story. Mobile communications have transformed
the way in which business is conducted – in Pakistan mobile communication has revolutionized the way people
do business.
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Acquiring Superbrands status
Around the world, Superbrands is recognized as the
industry's independent authority on branding.
Superbrands status is a powerful endorsement that
provides evidence of a brand's exceptional standing for
existing and potential customers, the media, suppliers,
investors and employees. Superbrands is successfully
operating in over 55 countries including US, Europe
and Middle East.
Mobilink's winning brands brought a revolution in the
advertising arena with exuberant campaigns like "Hum
Bolein Mohabbat Ki Zaban", Mobilink Corporate
Campaign - "Join us", "Mobilink PCO", "Jazz Budget ",
"Tribute to Madam Noor Jehan and Mehdi Hasan",
"Mobilink indigo - Brings people closer" and many others.
These communications were not only impactful but also
conquered millions of hearts across Pakistan.
Today, Mobilink stands tall amongst the world's strongest
brands and winning the Superbrands award is a
responsibility more than an achievement for us. We
shall continue to honour it by bringing as many people
closer while reshaping millions of lives for a more
prosperous Pakistan. We thank all our family members
for making Mobilink indigo and Mobilink Jazz achieve
the Superbrand status.
As an acknowledgment to its strong brand equity,
Superbrands council has recognized Mobilink as the
leading cellular brand of Pakistan.
This recent endorsement speaks for itself - about the
exceptional standing of Mobilink's brands in the world
of communications!
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Mobilink»s

Vision
To be the leading Telecommunication
Services Provider in Pakistan by
offering innovative communication
solutions to our customers while
exceeding shareholder value &
employee expectations.

Mobilink»s

Values
Commitment to Total Customer Satisfaction:
Customers are at the heart of our success, placing their trust and confidence in us. In return, we
endeavor to anticipate customer needs and deliver service, quality, and value beyond expectations.

Passion for Business Excellence:
Mobilink strives for excellence in all that it does. We aspire to the highest standards and raise the
bar for ourselves everyday. Our commitment to delivering world-class quality translates into unmatched
service and value for our customers and our stakeholders.

Trust & Integrity:
At Mobilink, we take pride in practicing the highest ethical standards in an open and honest environment
by honoring our commitments. We accept responsibility for our actions, and treat everyone fairly,
with trust and respect.

Respect for People:
Our relationships drive our business. We respect and hold all our stakeholders in high esteem.
We staunchly believe in teamwork, empowerment, and honor.

Responsible Corporate Citizen:
As the market leader, we recognize and fulfill our responsibility towards our country and the community
we operate in. We contribute to worthy causes and are dedicated to the development and progress
of society through our business and social activities.
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